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Faculty
Follies
Tomorrow
Night
The fourth annual Faculty
Follies at Longwood College
will be Wednesday evening.
April 12. at 8 o'clock In Jarman Auditorium.
Faculty Follies is a variety
show sponsored by Longwood's Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity as a fundraiser. Admission is $1 per
person. Proceeds from the
Follies will go this year to the
Southside Virginia Literacy
Network.
The program will feature a
piano duet by President and
Mrs. William F. Dorrlll; a
"very dramatic scene" from

Spring Weekend

A large number of people can be seen here strolling
around the chill cook-off booths while s student hands
out balloons. In the background could be heard music
supplied by WLCX DJ's.

Oozeball

(Continued on page 2)

PREVIEW f89
Labeled
Best
By LARRY ROBERTSON
Over 800 incoming freshnen. transfers, and their parents are being mailed invltaions to PREVIEW '89. Longvood's Orientation program
las become one of the most
•espected in the state, and
his year promises to add to
>ur reputation. The theme is
The Big Picture", and the
>rientation staff is working
lard to incorporate this moion picture theme into the
>rogram. There are already
)lans for skits, starring such
amous characters as Scarlett
)'Hara. Dorothy, and Tarzan.
is well as a new and im>roved slide show featuring
amous movie themes.
Starring in PREVIEW 89
xe the thirty-five orientation
eaders. They were selected
rom over seventy-five appliations. interviews, and a
ecommendation from a facilty member. Student Develpment Educator, MaryKaye
lenton. and Sherri H. Garett. Orientation Assistant.
(Continued on page 3)

Ad Hoc Committee
Attempts To Redress
Rotunda Renovations
By MATT PETERMAN
and
STEPHANIE NEELY
Last Thursday, an Ad Hoc
Committee on the Rotunda
renovations was assembled
by President Dorrlll. with the
hope of coming up with some
ideas aimed at resolving present
circ umstances
surrounding the renovations
of the Rotunda.
The Ad Hoc Committee is
the latest development in the
"lawnwood" saga. It was
chaired by Dr. Dorrlll. and
attended by the following student leaders: Mary Francis
Hanover. Noah Wood. Matt
Peterman. Drew Hudson.
William Chestnutt. Karen
Pennington. Leah Payne, and
Stacy Sandier.
Much of the discussion focused on the image of the Rotunda and how renovations
should go forward so as to

avoid a second "lawnwood"
controversy. After deliberating
many points (furniture, paint,
floors, ect.) the committee
came up with some shortterm solutions and touched
upon the surface of some
long-term ones.
The short-term solution
Involved borrowing the recently re-covered furniture
from the Wheeler Dormitory
lounge. This furniture would
stay in the Rotunda for two
weeks, iust long enough to get
through Founder's Day. The
committee also Implemented
a survey to be inserted In The
Rotunda. The survey created
by the committee was de
signed to get an accurate picture of what exactly students
would prefer to see in the Ro
tunda.
The longer term solutions
are to be discussed at the
(Continued on page 2)

Longwood Bell Restored,
Ready For 'The Rotunda1
1

*¥

Pictured here are the 1989 Oozeball champions, 9th
floor Frszer (Homeboys). From left to right are Dave
Mazzuca. Chuck Loughry, Todd Dyer, Tom Marcey,
Wayne Wall and Eric Hunter.

It took 1.900 pounds of
sand, three coats of sealant,
and more than two years of
research, but the Longwood
bell is ready to return to its
former glory.
The bell, which was rung
by the College for more than
six decades, has been

Chili Cook-Off
Pictured here are The
Rotunda staffers who won
first place with their chill.
Second and third place
went to APO and Financial
Aid respectively. Pictured
left to right are Tim Oliva.
Business Manager; Matt
Peterman, Editor-in-Chief;
and Cheryl Jeffrey, Layout
Assistant. Not pictured is R.
Bruce Gsntt who is taking
the picture.

Photo by Bruce C»ntt

restored
for
the
Sesquicentennial celebration.
It will be dedicated at the
Founders Day luncheon April
15 and will be placed on
display in the Rotunda.
"None of this would have
happened without Jim Blake,
a carpenter on the physical
plant staff." said Dr. James
Jordan, professor of anthro
pology.
"He had seen the bell and
was afraid something might
happen to it. Because he
knew I was interested in old
things, he told me about it in
July 1986."
The bell had been stored In
the basement of Graham
Building since It was taken
down from the roof of RufTner
(Continued on page 3)
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Dr. Lockwood
Remembers India
Dr. Patton Lockwood will
present "Life In Tamil-Nudu."
a lecture and slide presentation on India and Sri Lanka
(Ceylon), on Tuesday evening.
April 11. at 7:30 in the Virginia Room. Longwood College.
Dr. Lockwood said his presentation will focus on the
southern Up of India and the
northern peninsula of Sri
Lanka, the area in which he
grew up. The son of
Congregational missionaries,
Lockwood lived in India until
he was 18.
The pictures were taken by
Lockwood and members of
his family. Some of them date
back 40 years to the last days
of British Colonialism in India. More recent pictures
were taken by Dr. Lockwood's

brother, who lives in Madras.
India.
Tamil-Nudu means "land
of the Tamil." Lockwood said.
Tamil is the predominant of
four languages spoken in
southern India.
"I will give some of the historical background of the language." Lockwood said, "as
well as personal reminiscences and a sort of
travelogue on natural and
man-made features of the
area."
Lockwood is professor of
speech and theatre at Longwood. He has been a member
of the college's faculty since
1963.
His lecture is sponsored by
Longwood's International
Studies Program and is open
to the public free of charge.

Judicial Board held a mock trial on a drug offense
last week during Alcohol Awareness Week. Seated left to
right are Mike Whitford, Pam Ladd. Mary Lynn Lawman.
Chairman Michael Whitford said "we felt that our mock
hearing did alot to inform students about how the Judicial
System works and what the consequences of drug use can
be.

Follies

COUCH
PIZZA
J= .Z»i™

£
Limited Dtlivwv Am

FOR
HOT, FAST DELIVERY
CALL

392-3253

(Continued from page 1)
Adrift in New
York,
performed by Dr. Nancy Haga
and Ralph Haga. Pat Attix.
and Rod Ernouf (members of
the Waterworks Players); a
unique commentary o n
college life by Dr. James
Helms; and Dr. John S.
Peale's "comic act In words
and song."
Dr. Nelson Neal will play
the guitar and sing, and
members of Alpha Phi Omega
will do a lip-synch number .
Other entertainers are Brenda
Cross (or is it Tina Turner?).
Joe McGill. and Dr. Sue
Saunders.
Donna Ferrler. Kalli Lucas,
and Mike Whitford are
organizing and directing the
Faculty Follies. "We invite
everyone to come out and
enjoy the show." Donna said.
"It will be fun!"

Ad Hoc Chemist Student Will
Test Area
Committee
Drinking
Water

(Continued from page 1)
second meeting to be held
this Thursday.
The "lawnwood" controversy centered around the
rather large block of students
and faculty opposed to the
"lawn" furniture placed in the
Rotunda. According to Ms.
Nancy Shelton. Director of
Alumni Association, the
furniture and the decor were
to be only temporary, to be
used to get through the early
stages of the renovation.
Events surrounding the
furniture went further than
simply vocal protest. A petition was circulated containing
hundreds of signatures of
those opposed to the furniture that was presented to
President Dorrill. Earlier this
past week, the "lawn" furniture was switched, by an unknown party, with the old
furniture located on the second floor of the Rotunda. The
administration took no steps
to have the "lawn" furniture
moved back In the Rotunda.
According to Ms. Shelton,
the so-called "garden furniture" may be used in the back
of Lankford or somewhere in
lounging areas around Student Union, where it will be
more appropriate, upon the
completion of the renovation.
Ms. Shelton says that in
the renovation plan, structural problems in the Rotunda will be repaired when
the building is converted back
into dormitory space. Upon
the completion of the new library, the old one will be converted into administrative offlees with Ruffner becoming
dorm space.
At this time, says Ms.
Shelton. the decor in the Rotunda will be what students
want, as well as the faculty
and administration. However,
because the restoration will
be monumental task, it will
take time and how long the
temporary look will last is
unknown. It appeared that
this gray area needed student
input - the Ad Hoc Commi tee wil attempt to supply
in the weeks to come.

A Longwood College chemistry student is planning to
analyze samples of drinking
water from seven area counties "to determine the impact,
if any. of nearby industries on
the condition of the water."
"I need the help of residents of the seven counties."
said Keith Johnson, a Junior
at Longwood. "I'm hoping to
obtain 50 samples of drinking
water for my study.'
The counties Johnson
plans to include in the study
are Amelia, Buckingham,
Charlotte. Cumberland,
Lunenburg. Nottoway and
Prince Edward.
He is asking residents of
these counties to bring quart
jars of the tap water or well
water they drink to the Science Department office at
Longwood. The Science Department is located in
Stevens Hall, the building behlnd Jarman Auditorium that
has a greenhouse at the rear.
"I will need to know the exact location of each donor's
residence." Johnson said.
"Also, if they will leave their
names and mailing addresses. I will send them reports on their drinking water."
Johnson will do "a mineral
analysis for iron and manganese and a total solids
analysis" on each water sample.
"Iron and manganese are
common elements in water in
this area," Johnson said.
"These two elements were
chosen as the beginning of a
project that will be done for
several years, using different
elements."
He added that "normal
concentrations of iron and
manganese do not pose any
health hazard."
Johnson will use a
sophisticated instrument
called an atomic absorption
spectrometer to do the mineral analyses.
The machlne actually
heats the ciements In the

water sample." he said. "An
ultraviolet invisible detector
measures the light coming
through the flame. Each element has a different wave
length, which the machine
picks up and then determines
the concentration of that
particular element."
Johnson will chart findings
from his water tests on a
large map board "to see if
there is a correlation between
the condition of the water and
nearby industries or commercial activities." he said.
The water analysis project
is an independent study for a
chemistry research class, under the direction of Dr.
Patrick Barber, professor of
chemistry at Longwood.
Johnson plans a career as
an environmental chemist.
For the past two summers, he
has done water analysis work
for Virginia Power at the
Yorktown Power Station.
He also has worked at the
Hampton Roads Testing
Laboratory.
"We tested coal from Virginia. West Virginia, and
Pennsylvania for heat output
and efficiency and for
contaminants that would pol
lute the air when the coal is
burned." he said.
Johnson is vice-president
of Longwood's Chemistry
Club. He is a member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity and
is a student supervisor of food
service in the dining hall.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward S. Johnson, of
Hampton.

This adult version of Capture
the Flag just may
be the adventure
of your l\fe.

Ultimate
Challenge
Survival Game
Call
(804) 372-4735
or Write
P.O.Box 802
Chase City. Va 23924
for reservation & information
•An Authorized Survival Game Dealer
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Bell
(Continued from page 1)
Hall in 1976. about 15 years
after it was last rung officially. Shortly after learning of
the bell. Dr. Jordan was
asked by then-President
Janet Greenwood for ideas on
the College's 150th anniversary.
"It was a fortunate juxtaposition of events," he said.
Dr. Jordan coordinated his
research efforts with Dr.
Eleanor Bobbitt. chairman of
the Historical Reflections
subcommittee for the Sesquicentennial, on which he
serves. The subcommittee
recommended the project to
the anniversary's Steering
Committee, which endorsed it
and funded It.
Dr. Jordan spoke with experts at Colonial Williamsburg and the Lynchburg
Foundry, where bells were
cast until the 1930s. He also
spoke with Richard Trollinger,
vice
president
for
development at Emory and
Henry College, which restored
its bell about three years ago
— also for its 150th birthday.
"He gave me some
technical tips; for example,
what kind of agent would
remove paint, the names of
useful sealants, ano how to
make it difficult to swing the
clapper, which they removed."
said Dr. Jordan. "He had
learned these things largely
through trial and error."
Eventually. Dr. Jordan
learned that Longwoods bell
was cast in 1896 at the
American Bell Foundry
Company in Northvtlle. Mich.,
by Charles Van Valkenburgh.
the only bell caster there for
51 years.
It was shipped by rail to
Farmvllle to replace a smaller
bell, now vanished, called the
"rising bell." which had
governed the lives of students
from 1859 to 1895.
Dr. Jordan learned more
by talking with Bruce Trumbull. a Northvtlle resident who
is an authority on the
foundry, which Is still in operation and is now the American Bell and Foundry Com-

pany.
"He told me that an identical bell is still being rung in
the Northville BapUst Church.
and there are probably others
like ours all over the world.
Bells last a long time.
Normally, they don't crack as
a result of ringing. Fires are
what usually destroy them."
he Longwood bell
inches in diameter and
weighs about 1.000 pounds.
It takes four men to move it.
Before its restoration, it bore
the scars of many a late-night
prank.
"It had an unknown number of coats of paint." Dr. Jordan said. The primary color
was red, and it also had blue.
green white and at least one
coat of gold paint ... Every
time the bell was painted, it
changed the sound in subtle
ways."
Hicksie Wells, the grounds
supervisor for the physical
plant, was in charge of sandblasting the paint off.
"Hicksie originally thought
he could do the job with 200
pounds; the sand comes in
200-pound bags." said Dr.
Jordan. "It took four days and
1.900 pounds."
"After the first sandblasting, the bell started to rust
after Just one day. It was
quickly sandblasted again,
and three coats of sealant
were put on the bell. When
the bell is in place in the Rotunda, another sealant, which
Is translucent, will be put on
to give it a warmer, richer,
deeper appearance."
A 71-lnch-tall oak stand
wiU hold the bell suspended
by its yoke, a bronze plaque
with historical information
will be bolted to the stand.
The stand will be surrounded
by corner posts and velveteen
ropes, and spotlights will illuminate the bell. The clapper
h&3 been removed.
The College Bell stands

here as an enduring symbol
of the community of scholars
resident at this place for more
than 150 years," reads the
inscription on the plaque.
"Like the sound of the bell,
the influence of this
continuing
community
touches lives in ways
Impossible to know or count."

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
THURSDAY APRIl 27 READING DAY [<omi lof Thursdoy night classes
7 10 p m ond Conflict period
FRIDAY. APRIl 28

9 12 English 051. 100 101 Conflicts
2 5: TR 8 30
7 10 TR 3 55

SATURDAY APRIL 29

9 12 TR II 20
2 5 TR 9:55
7 10 MWF 1230

MONDAY MAY 1

9 12 MWF 10 30
2 5 MWF 11 30
7 10 MWF 2 30 * Mo.doy night classes

TUESDAY MAY 2

9 12 MWF 9 30
2 5 MWF 8 30
7 10 MWF 3 30 I Tuesday night classes

WfDNISDAY MAY 3

9 12 TR 2 30
2 5 MWF 1 30
7 10 MWF 4 30 & Wednesday nigh' classes

^™

Town Relations
m
AXC

^
VjO O Cl

_ DeSpite frequent
s
about
noise and disdlspute
t
orderl studen conduct, coliege towns generally like
having campuses next to
them, a new report by the
National League of Cities
(NLC) has found.
Eighty-six percent of the
mayors the NLC asked
characterized their relations
with local higher education
institutions as either "very
good" or "good." Only one colIege town mayor - whom the
NLC refused to name - termed
his relationship "poor."
(CPS)

Dept.
Just Says
No
(CPS) The people who work
at the U.S. Department of
Education, which is requiring
all colleges to install antidrug programs during 1989.
sued the department March
25 to stop it from making
them take drug tests.
The department, which
oversees most federal college
programs, planned to begin
randomly testing the 3.000
workers at its Washington.
D.C.. offices April 21.
But the
American Federatlon of
Government Employees. the union that represents
the department's nonpolltical
employees, has sued to top the
plan.

PREVIEW
(Continued from page 1)
have been working since last
August to ensure PREVIEW
'89 is a success. Adding their
assistance are Larry Robertson and Andrew Smallwood
as Co-Chairs. Other returning
leaders are Beth Camillo,
Ronald Colbert, Stacy
Crockarell, Penny Dodson.
David Gamache, Cass Hines.
Kalli Lucas. Janet Miles,
Tonya Moore. Pam Puckett,
Valerie Vida, and Angel Yeargain. Special congratulations
goes to the new members of
the team who are Chris Andersen, Rhonda Chism, Paula
Erwin. Robert Essington. Lisa
Felton. Raecltta Gallop. Ell
Gould, Polly Hathaway, Bill
Johnson, Tenera McPherson,
Stephanie Neery. Leah Payne.
Suzanne Pellegrino. Tonya
Smith, \my Taylor, and
Whitney Thomas. Also, Karyn
Fried, Rene Lowe. Kim Marsh,
and Chris Parks are serving
as alternates.

The

mayors cited traffic
Parking, housing shorta es me cost of
g providing city
services to the campuses
(which are tax-exempt, and
thus don't help pay for them)
and "student behavior" as the
worst problems they face.
"We are confident the
courts will not sanction programs that randomly select
government workers7and require them to submit to humiliating urinalysis testing
without any history or reasonable suspicion of drug
abuse problems." union
President John Sturdicant
said in announcing the suit.
Congress in 1987 approved
a measure that will cut off
federal aid to any campus
that does not have a "drug
abuse program" in place by
the end of 1989.
However, the Education
Dept., which is supposed to
manage the program has not
issued any guidelines for colleges to determine what kind
of program would be acceptable.
The department's news office refused to comment on
the drug testing suit.
and

ISP
Update
By MICHELLE HUMMER

The International Studies
Program will host a s.llde presentation by Dr. Patton
Lockwood on Life in Tamil —
Nadu on Tuesday. April 11 at
7:30 p.m. Dr. Lockwood. a
Professor of Visual and Performing Arts, will share his
slides of Sri Lanks. India.
Having grown up in India. Dr.
Lockwood will most likely
have interesting stories and
anectdotes to accompany the
slides. The presentation will
be held in the Virginia Room
and refreshments will be
served afterwards.

mW/M?m/
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\

CLASS RINGS
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Editor-in-Chief
Matt Peterman
Managing Editor
R Bruce Gantt

Student Involvement
Beats The Weather
Rainy, snowy, and cold are Just a few words that could be
used to describe the type of weather we had during Spring
Weekend. Far from ideal or even "alright." but student Involvement and spirit overshadowed even these rather gloomy
conditions.
All of the scheduled events went forward with few exceptions. Student turnout was exceptional showing that apathy
even in undesirable weather conditions is becoming an item of
the past. This type of support sends an important message for
those visiting our campus for whatever reason — a message of
pride that will leave them with a lasting good impression of
Longwood.
Saturday's weather held for about five crucial hours
which allowed the admission tours to be hassle free in that it
didn't rain. The chill cook-off was supported by 28 different
organizations — all of which were present to decorate their
booths and prepare their chili for Judging. The Oozeball tournament, perhaps the least affected by the weather, attracted
large crowds throughout the day.
Student Union also played a great role, for it is they who
compensated for the changing conditions which subsequently
made it easy for the campus to involve themselves and thus
make this Spring Weekend one of the best.
Putting ourselves in the places of those visiting our campus, be it prospective students, or friends of current students,
we would see a school filled with pride and one where students
are involved to make Longwood a success for all.

Features Editor
Monica Gilbert
Greek Affairs Editor
Chet Ahn
Photography Editor
Emily Howell
Sports Editor
Lindy Seymore
Business Manager
Tim Oliva
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Advertising Managers
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No One Contacted Us
About The Survey
To the Editor.
In the March 21st issue of
The Rotunda, you published a
Health Care Survey. As the
director of a service, 1 have
great interest in how students
feel about a service and was
pleased to see someone was
interested In what students
think.
The questions, however,
reflected a lack of knowledge
about our service. 1) For the
past five years the Student
Health Service has had a
wellness and illness prevention focus. Without the utilization
of
nurse
practitioners, birth control
would not be available in
Student Health; 2) In the
month of January (three week
time frame), over 18 00
student visits were recorded
in Student Health. February.

likewise, was busy with 1484
visits. I am sure students had
to wait. This year we were hit
hard with the influenza virus
including the staff in Student
Health; 3) Finding physician
coverage for the past five
years has been no easy task.
The hours of Sick Call are at
the convenience of the
physicians, otherwise we
would not have a physician.
Secondly, we have two nurse
practitioners available by
appointment from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A nurse practitioner
can treat and diagnose many
medical problems as well as
prescribe some prescription
medications under a
physician's supervision.
The chief purpose of Student Health Is not Just good
medical attention but to in-

"T^rfTTTTTTTrVTTTT

crease students' well-being
and knowledge about selflimiting conditions and their
prevention as well as quality
care by all health care
providers.
It is unfortunate that no
one consulted with me before
printing this survey as I welcome student Input. Likewise,
it is unfortunate that no one
has attempted to contact me

about the survey results.
Barbara Agee
Director Student Health
Editor's Note: The response to the Health Care
Survey was overwhelming
poor, llllcltlng only 8 responses. For this reason the
results were not printed, but
were sent yesterday to the Director of Student Health Service for her review.

A Note On Housing
To the Editor.
April is here and soon we
will be taking final exams
and making plans for the
summer, but It is also time for
Spring Housing sign-up.
Since I am a senior I really do
not have to worry about It
this time, but for those of you
who do, be glad you have to
work with the staff now In
that office. I have had the
chance to work with David
Ret tig and his staff and for
those of you who weren't here

or don't remember, it is a lot
better now than the former
Director. Mr. Rettlg may not
always give you the answer
you want to hear, but he will
take the time to talk with you
and treat you like a person.
Instead of giving you the run
around like so many other
offices, he will help you cut
through the bull to get an answer. I Just wanted to let him
and his staff know that some
students do appreciate what
they do.

The opinions expressed In
The Rotunda are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood College.
Its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be typed or printed
neatly, state the author's
years, and
major as
applicable.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for
articles if 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed in the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda is an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804) 392-7817.
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Review

Left — Oozeball proved bone chilling as the temperature hovered in the forties. Here a student saves
her team a point as the ball goes to the other side. Top
— The L:ancer Line performs on Lankford/Stubbr, Mall
for an enthusiastic crowd.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-TEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact CPT DcWitt 392-9259/9348

(Continued from page 7)
Still, most viewers seemed
to be surprised, even
shocked, by Catherines
revelation that Sebastian was
killed by street urchins who
devoured parts of his body.
Mrs. Venable denies the truth
of Catherine's statements, but
Doctor Cukrowlcz has the last
word - and he seems to
believe Catherine.
Lockwood Identifies the
central theme of Suddenly
Last Summer as the way In
which Individual perceptions
of reality are affected by
traumatic experiences.
Something Unspoken also
reflects Tennessee Williams'
concern with how we perceive
ourselves and others. Together, these plays as presented by the Longwood Players offered a thought-provoking and entertaining evening
for Farmvtlle theatre-goers.
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Alf, — I notice you have a
Rat - You may have a lot of
little Big Toe. Hmmm!?! You friends but that doesn't make
know what they say. — Love. you a winner. You have to be
JKK, — The Hot Tub was Joi
sincere. What are you going
AWESOME. I will always be
to do now? You can't play at
here for you. I am working
Andrea. — You're the school anymore.
hard for the House. We will greatest roommie ever — I'd
Your Once Secret Admirer
never survive without you!!
make it. — JK
Keep your chin up — it
Sarah - Take the path
KEJ — (My magnificent always gets better. You know you're used to and Just look
ball player) I am sooo sorry I I'm here for ya! — Love. Joi
the other way. If you try to go
ever doubted your ability.
both ways, you may lose
You have certainly proven me
Motel Men Rm 12. — both. It's your decision and
wrong. Can you ever forgive Thanks for the memories — I'll help anyway I can. We
wouldn't have all these
me? — LCB.
Love. Wheeler 319
P.S. You still haven't
problems if we could find the
changed my mind — I still
Alf. — I'm really glad two island. You want a John
think you're obsessed!!
months turned into two Deer? Kim
weeks. You're well worth the
Tim (10th Floor Frazer) — wait. — Love. — J —
Captain Kirk - Stay out of
Don't think you go unnothe ditch! Me
ticed!! — L. M.
Suesan D. Lord Jeffy Eugene. Iceman and
Happy Birthdayl
Kenny, — You can be the
Din Man - We the art majors
head of my row in statistics
Remember you're special
want to set the record straight
So you will able to
anytime! — C. C.
with you PE majors. So you
Complete anything you
can stop your crying!
set your mind to!
Tom Walker, — You're a
The person who doesn't
great friend and a wonderful
Barney - Remember, it's
have a life."
PIG! Love. Lu Lu (PIG)
Just like a diet. At first you
P.S. Chan - Chan wants
may feel deprived but the
Laurie Tolles you to come and see her
results at the end are worth
Remember this I
sometime!
it. Good luck! Ann and Joi
believe in you so
Ju-Ju-Bee, — Pop a
you should believe
Clarabelle - We're so glad
chubby with Ju-Ju pop! love,
in yours-elf!
we met you. Looking forward
— Lu Lu and Chan-Chan
Yolololo - Becky
to sharing our thoughts as
well as our bathroom with
Su. Su. - Oiy. Oiy! We
you next year. Love. Joi and
Ann
love ya! — Lu-Lu and ChanTo the Cunningham
Chan!
Skatern - You may get to
Joi - Between JMV. Richclass
the
fastest,
but
when
Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi —
mond. New Year's Eve. and
Good luck to all those who you bust your ass I laugh the the T. box from hell. I've been
are involved in the Greek longest!
through it all. Couldn't have
Week Events. We know that
survived as well as I did withRobin - Did yu see that out you. Thanks for being my
you guys will be giving it your
flying saucer?
best!
best friend as well as my
roommate. Love, Andrea
Vic and Kan - My baby
Kathy Glenn article says that Mr. Rogers
Wheeler 324 - Newgate
Smile! Give your
wants to be your neighbor. was a blast. Let's go dancing'
face something to do!
Aim
again real soon. - 319
Remember this
"Milk does the body good!"
Happy Birthday Laurie. Don't forget to compete
BS
How would you like to go for a your RA Evaluation forms
little Jog? I heart you. Bill
this week! Please return them
to your REC by Friday. April
14.
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A MODEST ANNOUNCEMENT;

NEVPi
DOMINO'S
PAN
Phone 392-1820
The end of the semester Is near, so we wil
STOP accepting checks April 76, 1989.
.

The MWF breakfast club:
Hey guys . . . those eggs ya
gotta love em. E-congrats on
rotwang hope it works. See
you guys in the fall. Maybe
the eggs will improve? O.K..
maybe not.
The Penthouse Suite: 3/4
is pretty good. See y'all on
L.A.S.E.R. hall.

Admissions Job
Openings Seniors
Antic ipated
recruiter/counselor positions
starting August 89 lasting one
or two semesters. Outgoing,
energetic, involved undergraduates desired. Extensive
travel. Good salary. Contact
Mildred Johnson. Admissions.
Summer Work Study

Jay - (S.K.) Where did you
lose It? Becky

Seniors — Those seniors
who have not picked up their
announcements may do so in
To Theresa Wolak: — IVe the Alumni office by April
been watching you from afar, 14th.
if only you knew, maybe We
Need a Loft? — This is the
could get together. Ask
perfect
one. 1-loft with elecaround in all your classes
(even labs), you might be tricity and lights — can be
surprised who it might be. made into a closet. Great for
Hopefully you are feeling the dorm or apartment call Kelley
or Jana 392-4914 after 4
same. — "L. A."
p.m.
Bubble. Bubble trickle and
trouble find the "Chi "kerchief
Attention Art Majors and
on the double, down the Minors
corridors of Lancer Hall.
There will be an interest
Usually found attached to the meeting to discuss the estabwall. Just enough to fill a lishment of an Honorary Art
thistle. All can sample to wet Fraternity on Wednesday.
their whistle. Good luck! — April 12 at 7:30 in Bedford
Chi '89
Auditorium.

Congratulations to the new
To the Young Adult Lit.
lunch bunch: — Hang in officers of the Physical
there — Just a few more Education Majors Club. Scott
weeks to go! — Love. Kim
W. - Pres.. Ellen B. - V. Pres..
Laurie M. - Cor. Sec. Kim N.
Rec. Sec. Teri R. Dink. — The outfield looks
good. Nice picture in Her gym. Treasurer. Kellee H. - B.
but you look better in person. Bean, and Angle S. and Dania
B. - Pub. Rel. I wish you all
— A Secret Admirer
luck in the upcoming year.
And remember, the first step
Nora. — Hey honey! Great as a physical educator is
talk last Thursday. What an becoming involved. Yours
awesome perspective! — Love truly. William Brady
ya. Bearhug
The Cunningham's Greatest Lecture Series will feature
a discussion on The Dynamics of Child Sexual Abuse
with Mr. Frank Howe. School
of Education and Human
Services. Thursday. April 13.
6-7 p.m.. 4th floor South
Eric: Take back your Cunningham.
Zappa. Please!

To Amy. Nora.
and Tricia — You
fabulous Job on
You guys are our
Catalinas. — We
Pam and Kim

Betty Jo
all did a
Saturday!
favorite
love you!

Dave Gamache. — Tell
George and Barbara I said
"hello" the next time you talk
to them. Do you think I could
have one of their puppies? —
Psyche! Just call me
"Gullible"

Federal work-study eligible
students needed May-August.
Offers good working conditions and Job experience. Office skills and good communication skills needed. Inquire
Financial Aid Office or Gray
Ragland in Admissions.

Ron — Are you going to be
good to go in 10 days? —
The Lancer Edition Show
410 412 and 503 Buffalo
Choir of I.ongwood College
will be hosting the Lancer
Glenn. — Who ever said Cafe on April 10 beginning at
the "newness" would wear off? 8 p.m. The group will present
It's been over three years and two shows. 8:30 p.m. and
it Just keeps getting better. I again at 9:30 p.m. Selections
guess all we need is a little to be sung by the show choir
"patience." Thanks for making include "Lift You UP.
this one of the best weekends "Celebrate America" and
ever. I love you — Sharon
"America Sings." Several
members of the choir will
Congratulations Sigma perform solo numbers inGamma Chi — You did it cluding Alice Flora. Dawn
again!
Reynolds and Vic Lopez. Also
included in the show is a
Nicole. — Don't worry be duet by Rhonda Riddle and
happy! Everything will be all Vic Lopez singing "All At
right. — Sharon
Once." The singers are
accompanied by Cynthia
Cindy and Ami — Who Breckenridge and Sandy
cares if we're stuck in the Fowler on keyboards and Dr.
middle of nowhere next year? Don Trott on drums. All
We'll Just have to make the Longwood students are
best of it. Thanks for being a invited to Join the Lancer
great Roommate and Suitem- Edition as they host for the
ate. —Love. Sharon
first time in the Lancer Cafe.

The Rotunda April 11, 1989
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Robin Hood: Thank-you for
last Saturday. Talk and sleep
makes a difference. Love
Forever. - Maid Marlon
PS. P
& S—- C
Rules.
L.A.S.E.R. - I look forward
to living on such a hard-core
hall. - Anxious Science Head.
Dear Einstein, Next year
will be great fun. I can't wait!
Love, McCoy.
Nils. Short, blue eyed,
blond, owner of red CRX with
slats says Hi and would like
to get to know you! - Shorty
TRACEY and CARRIE! ! !
Tease us net...
You know you're HOT ! ! !
PLEASE . . . give us a
chance???
From: You loiow who!! !
To the Karate Kids: Are
missing you grasshoppers.
Hope that all of honorable
injuries have healed. Good
luck, see you In the fall. Remember to keep honorable
eyes on honorable watch-out
so not get honorably Jumped.
Unless of course
by
grasshopperette.
K & C: Congrats. Were all
on your side. Luv ya lots.
AK & C: Well the picnic
was great. When do we hit
Bear Plook Lake?

A Review Of Something Unspoken
and Suddenly Last Summer

Dave Mazzuca, Why not
the girl next door on Curry
9th floor? - the Neighbor.

By MARTHA E. COOK
from a sparsely realistic set to
On April 5 through 8. the a marvelous Juxtaposition of
Longwood Players presented the beauty and horror of a
Something Unspoken, a one- jungle garden with the genteel
act play, and Suddenly Last ambience of a Southern
Summer, a short play In four courtyard filled with white
scenes, both by Tennessee wicker furniture. In the latter
Williams.
set the skill and artistry of
In Something Unspoken Moffatt Evans and the hard
Miss Cornelia Scott, an aging work of the set crew were apSouthern aristocrat, played parent.
by Lorrie Huffman, awaits a
The effective use of light
call informing her of the re- and color added to the growsults of an election at her ing tension between the cenchapter of the Confederate tral characters, the stately
Daughters. While waiting, she Mrs. Violet Venable. played by
both scolds her secretary. Marlanna Poch. and her
Grace Lancaster, played by coolly beautiful
niece
Amy Roderer. and seems to Catherine Holly, played by
reach out to the younger Amy Church. Their conflict
woman for companionship. stems from the relationship of
Grace seems uncomfortable each with Mrs. Venable's son
with the shifting moods of her Sebastian,
who
died
employer's character.
"suddenly last summer"
Many viewers apparently during a trip with Catherine
were puzzled about the to Cabeza de Lobo. a fictional
meaning of the title Something place In the Caribbean.
Unspoken. According to
As the tension increases,
student director James the
charming
Doctor
Gross, it alludes to the Cukrowicz ("call me Doctor
central theme, one that Sugar"), played by James
Williams leaves to the Locke, becomes increasingly
audience to define.
important. Mrs. Venable is
The ten-minute intermis- attempting to convince him to
sion between Something Un- perform a lobotomy on
spoken and Suddenly Last Catherine, so she will not
Summer marked a transition continue to tell a story that

Koala. The nightlife Is
great!? What about Farmville
Beach? Get in touch and we
will meet and go for a boat
ride! And about last night. . .
Please come read me a bedtime story! I need the sleep!
Stay wonderful! - Love Precious (teddy)
Bo. Three floors up is a
blonde friend of yours hoping
for a chance to get to know
you better than Just as a
friend. - L'il D.
Dia, You are an awesome
kid! I love you - Remember to
trust your sisters. Love in a
Pam
Attention - Do you need
extra space In your room next
semester? A loft is for sale.
Good condition. Fire proofed.
For only $50. For more Information call Paul at 3927599 or stop by 122 South
Cunningham between l and 5
p.m. daily.
To the "2" Fan Club - It
was great seeing you guys at
the Capital Center. I am really
looking forward to coming to
"Jonesville" and checking the
place out. I promise to keep
shooting my two. Jerome says
Hi! - Caldwell Jones.

"Big D" and the Rest of the
Tina. — You may not be
Hooligans. — Hope you had a around as much, but you are
Wishing all you fun loving great Spring Weekend. — n always being thought of. I
know you've been working
folks a happy hard-core non- Love, Colleen
real hard and nothing seems
productive summer. See you
Chet.
—
Stop
your
stress
to to go right. Keep your chin
all next semester. You know
in
Now!
—
Your
Buddy.
who you are and where you'll
up. Only 3 more weeks until
be. We will run amuck. - The Moneski
May! Remember that I am alCondom Fairy
ways here for you if you need
Danette. — Don't forget, me. — Love, Patty
D & K: See you both on we're going to Macados this
Love,
New
L.A.S.E.R. next year . Best of week.
Hampshire
luck. Remember. No Sneezing!
Marcus, — I told you that
K & L: Sorry, but there's you'd place! You're a great
still hope? You'll work It out. friend and even though you
always pick on me you're my
together.
MONDAY
SUNDAY
Dear Nurse Chapel, — B.M.O.C. — Chic from N.Y.
Glad you came to Sickbay for
Progressive
2
Dear Janet. — You're the
*0» '0 s 80s
that new burn treatment.
(Pool Petty)
(louro Railford
Tom Cruise B The
4 PM
Until Starbase 3. stay best little sister in the world
1 Don l Know
Seoul Man
and I love you lots! Have a
healthy. Love, — Dr. McCoy
great week. — n Love and
Rodney, — We love you mine. Karen
Vintage
Progressive +
4
(Jim Wood)
lots! — The AAns
(Julie Smith)
Insanely Inane

Dear Scott. — Thank you
for the best six months of my
life. I love you! — Karen
Debbie and Tracy. — Okay,
who's the drug dealer? AAn
beach was a lot of fun. Too
bad I have the best tan.
Thanks for everything. Your
friendship is very special to
me! — n and mine. Karen

WLCX 90.1 FM
392-9380

6 PM

To the AAn pledges. —
Keep up the great Job you all
are doing. We love you lots. —
n, your sisters
Kathy Gray, — Get rid of
that gross flea Infested bird!
— n Love, your sisters

REMINDER
Those who signed up to
skip a meal for nK£'s National
Service Project (P.U.S.H.).
please do not attempt to eat
dinner Wednesday night April
12. Special thanks goes to
Ray Knott, who organized
Sklp-A-Meal,
Longwood
Dining Service for their
cooperation, and the students
who signed up to help make
our project a 8UCCE8S. -

Brent Willard. — Never see
you around much anymore!
Have you stopped coming to
the dining hall? Hope to see
you and have a nice week! —
xKfi
M. C.

6
8 PM

■

8
10 PM

1012 PM

12
2 AM

World Of Rev Jim

Jules t The Mi >

Psychodedo
(Joke * Kevin)
Psychedelic
Solutions

Classic Rock
RBS s Freedom
Rock

Various
(Morry Vogeli
Cheap Vocation

Progressive
(Scott flood)
Yes No Moybe

Various
(Joe Harper)
Songs To learn
And Sing

Different
(Don Stone)
Wig Out
With Don

reveals the decadence in Sebastian's life and death - or
so she will not be believed.
Williams effectively employs the minor characters of
Catherine's mother (Jacqui
Cook) and brother George
(Tony Wright) to offer a few
light moments. Mrs. Venable's secretary (Sheri Senter)
and the nun who accompanies Catherine from St.
Mary's Hospital (Dawn Jarvis)
are vital in effecting the
movement of the central
characters through the complex stage set.
Throughout this production, original music by Long
wood alumnus Rusty Hurley
added to the atmosphere of
decadence and horror.
Under the experienced direction of Dr. Patton Lockwood, students Marlanna
Poch. Amy Church, and
James Locke raised the level
of this production of Suddenly
Last Summer almost to
professional caliber. Their
skillful performances allowed
the audience to follow the
clues In Williams' poetic
language.
(Continued on page 5)

TUESDAY

Top 40 Donee
Pop
(Pam Werner)

"The Vo*ce
of Longwood"
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Progressive ♦
(Dmo Schiano)
She \ On Aqo"

Vonous
"iy Belcher ]

CTossic Rock
IBnan Boles)

<

Various
Karen 1 Mike)
Anything Goes

913!
913!
913!
913!
913!
913!
913!

(John Drum)
Reggoe Buffet

Nuggy Music
(Amy B Lauro)
Almost Illegal

Mi« < Match
Barbara lee
Melting Pot

SATURDAY

SO s To B0 s
IGin Cutchms
Bnp t f ■

Progressive
Ann Colv'
Songs Ann Wont\
lo "lov

Progressive
(Christine Monn)
Progressive Dities

Progressive
(Pool Petty)
Tom Cruise (
The Seoul Mon

Reggoe 4 Progress
(Hugh B Charles)
Enough Soid

Jon
(horron fells)
Herb s Cool JOII
W'MelloW Xtros

Progressive
line B Dmo
We re 3rd
floor

Rock ( Rush
(Dennis Morley)

Progressive
'Scott Mclnlyre)

Schiiophrenic
(Nicole ( Jen )
VVere Not Blonde

Give Us A Listen

Progressive
(Gilligon)
No (die Brick.II

Reggoe
(Nicole
lonninghom)

Rock ■ Roll
(Andy Wheeler)
Rock Block Hour

Vonous
{Molt Fletcher
Songs Molt likes

Rock
Dave t J.-tl
Rock Rolls On

Pop 1 Rock
(Jeff CM)
Whole.e-

Rock B Roll
And, Wheeler)
Rock Block Hour

Pop B Rock
(Jeff' —
Whatever

freedom »
Doug
Doug s Shov.
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Lancer Golfers Sixth Women's
in State Tour
Tennis
Golf and snow usually
don't mix, but they went together at the Virginia College
Division State Championship
Saturday and Sunday In Hot
Springs as Longwood finished
6th out of 14 teams.

83. Scott Wiseman shot 86
and Jeff Smiley shot 87.
"I was hoping we would
play better." said Lancer
coach Steve Nelson. "It's
about the way we've been
playing all spring. We

By JIM LONG
The Lady Lancer tennis
team travelled to Amherst
Tuesday to meet a strong
team from Sweet Briar
College. The result was an 8-1

p

Softball
Team
Looking
Good

By ROXIE LOCKWOOD
The Longwood Softball

r^ir^c^ ^sjs^rat^ rr^rr4To ^ jsrajsp^g

Fishburne's 80. carded a 332
team score at the Lower Cascades course to finish 14
strokes behind state champ
Lynchburg (318). Scheduled
for 36 holes, the tournament
was shortened to 18 when
snow fell Saturday. Sunday's
round also began in snow and
38 degree temperatures.
Albie Flanigan of Virginia
Wesleyan. who shot 75. won
medalist honors in a playoff
from Chuck Hutcheson, of
Lynchburg.
Also for Longwood. Tony
Good and Darrell Nichols shot

Lancer
Lacrosse
Beats
VA Tech

weeks

Set ln& reaay- l
been a tough spring for us."
Flshburne ended up ninth
among the individuals while
Good and Nichols were in the
top 25.
Team Standings: Lynchburg 318. Randolph-Macon
322. Christopher-Newport
326. Hampden-Sydney 329.
Averett 331. Longwood 332.
Virginia Wesleyan 336.
Roanoke 337. Ferrum 339.
Bridgewater 340. Newport
News Apprentice 346.
Hampton 361. Shenandoah
384. Virginia Union 461.

contest when they scored two
goals against the Longwood
second unit.
"We switched to a zone defense." said Longwood coach
Sue Finnic "We just don't
have the speed to match up
in a man-to-man. and the
zone helps us overcome that."
The coach named Ports
Offensive Player of the Game.
"Carver's dad came to see her
play. This was the first time
he'd seen her play lacrosse,
By ROXIE LOCKWOOD
The Lady Lancer lacrosse so her good play is very
team defeated Virginia Tech satisfying." said Finnic
9-5 In a rainstorm Saturday
afternoon at home and lost to
Mary Washington in Frederlcksburg 6-5 Thursday. Longwood goes on the road to
Randolph-Macon Wednesday
in hopes of Improving its 2-8
record.
As the rain poured on First
Avenue Field. Carver Ports
scored early to give Longwood
a 1-0 lead, which Virginia
Tech soon tied.
Ellen Blnswanger got the
lead back, but Tech tied the
score at 2. Anallsa Lage and
Rashel Hammond put Longwood up for good. Longwood
led at the half. 4-2.
Cini captured Defensive
After both teams spent Player of the Game. "Lara rehalftlme huddled under um- ally did well today. She makes
brellas. Tech cut the Long- everybody better Just by being
wood lead back to one. After out there. I don't usually
that. Longwood kept the visi- name any Midfleld Player of
tors from Blacksburg pinned the Game." continued Finnic
In their own side of the field. "but Maria Dougherty worked
Ports led a Longwood on- harder than anyone. She puts
slaught. She scored her sec- out so much during a game;
ond goal less than a minute she never quits."
after the Tech score, then
Thursday against Mary
Lara Clnl put the game out of Washington. Longwood outreach. Ports scored again for shot the Eagles 17-11 but fell
the hat trick. Tracy Hogan short in a see-saw battle.
and Hammond closed out Hammond scored two goals
Longwood's scoring.
on seven shots, Blnswanger
Tech was shut down until two goals on three shots,
the last 37 seconds of the Ports put goal on two shots.

Longwood's match with
Southern Seminary Thursday
was rained out.
This week Longwood hosts
Randolph-Macon Tuesday at
3:30. visits Lynchburg
Wednesday'and AveretTFri6
day.

Despite Tuesday's loss,
several members of the tearr.
are playing well. Mary Lynn
Lawman picked up the
Lancers' only victory, winning
6-2. 6-2. Lawman was playing
No. 6 singles, as LC coach
Angle Coppedge switched
lineups looking for a winning
combination.
On the whole, the middle
ranks of the singles players
have compiled good records.
No. 3 Laura Vollrath is playing well with a 6-4 record,
while Leach, at No. 5. is 3-2.
The team should benefit from
the return of Leach, who was
lost for several matches due
to an injury suffered early In
the season.

Baseball
Update
Longwood's baseball team.
18-7. lost three games to the
rain (Christopher-Newport
Saturday and two against
Maryland Eastern Shore
Sunday) last week, but has
three doubleheaders scheduled in the upcoming seven
days.
The Lancers are slated to
play at Virginia State Monday. at Atlantic Christian
Thursday, at home against
Lincoln Memorial Saturday
and has North Carolina A & T
for a single game Sunday at
3:00. Since the season began
in February. Longwood has
had 18 games canceled by the
weather.

•*-•
lege T,,^
Tuesday
K„«
av afternoon,
aft*r™™ but
lost to UNC Charlotte 1-0
Saturday in the UNC Greensboro Tournament. Longwood
hopes to Improve upon its 712 record against Virginia
™csl*yan\ ?2 Ucft BIUe
Marlins visit Farmville Armory Held at 3 Thursday.
The UNCG Tournament
was supposed to run Friday
completely rained out. Each
♦..,J>
,.,„/ able
~KI. ♦«
■»!-« oneteam was
to play
game Saturday before the
rains resumed.
Although Anne Douglas
Miller pitched her best game
of the season. UNCC prevailed. UNCC pushed the
game-winner across in the
bottom of the sixth and
Longwood was stymied in the
seventh. Mitzy Halrfield kept
Longwood alive in the crucial
inning, but she was left
stranded.
"I was pleased with our intensity." said Longwood coach
Loretta Coughlin. "A.D. did a
superb Job and defense was
super, especially Carmllle
(Bamette). UNCC has a good
team - they're Division I -.
and we just weren't able to
get the runs across."

Player
of the
Week
Junior hurler Cheryl
Scharr pitched a near-perfect
no-hitter as Longwood
downed Ferrum 3-0 Tuesday
afternoon. For her performance, Scharr has been
named Longwood College
Player of the Week for the
period April 2-April 9. Player
of the Week is chosen by the
Longwood Sports Information
Office.
Scharr's gem is only the
fifth no-hitter in Longwood
MfttolThi'story.'shTwa"s on
her way to Longwoods first
perfect game until an error in
the fifth broke up the bid.
scharr"also7cored the only
„,
...
.
single and three-base error in
the second.
A graduate of Manchester
High School. Scharr allowed
no runs, no hits, struck out
none and walked none
through seven innings.

needed when she lashed a
single into leftfleld. The
Ferrum outfielder could not
find the handle and allowed
Scharr to score.
But. Just in case. Everett
and Pam Fitzgerald hit backto-back singles in the third.
Cassle Mullenix singled to
pickup Everett, followed by a
Laura Marks double that
scored Fitzgerald.
"This is the best feeling in
the world," Scharr said as she
clutched the game ball. "I've
never done this before, and
I'm pretty speechless right
now. I do want to say thank
you to my defense." she
added.
Scharr allowed no runs, no
hits, struck out none and
walked none through seven
innings. Her record stands at
3-4. Longwood's leading hitter
was Everett with two singles
and a run in three at bats.
Miller twirled a five-hitter
to down Ferum in the first
game.
After Ferrum scored on a
walk and two singles in the
second. Longwood began the
bottom of the inning with five
Cheryl Scharr provided a consecutive hits. Halrfield led
good springboard into the off with a double, then Miller
tournament with a no-hitter singled and stole second.
in the nightcap of Tuesday's Melissa Gwinn smashed a
twin bill with Ferrum. Scharr shot the shortstop could not
was perfect through four in- handle and Halrfield scored.
nings, but her bid for a After Dailey singled and Evperfect game was marred erett struck out. Fitzgerald
when Jill Everett and Mary cracked a single to bring in
Dailey miscommunlcated in both Miller and Gwinn.
the fifth. Everett ran in from
Ferrum threatened on
centerfield. but the ball back-to-back singles with two
skittered off her glove to allow outs in the fifth and a walk
the Ferrum rightfielder to and single with two outs in
reach first.
the seventh, but Miller was
In the second. Scharr gave able to pitch her way out of
herself the only run she trouble.
.'.

